
Amphibians                                 
Already in early February, a few toads have been seen on the roads but their 
main migration to their breeding ponds will start when the weather warms up. 
Toads disperse over the winter for distances sometimes in excess of half a mile 
and move back in the spring. If a long cold spell suddenly changes to a couple 
of warm wet nights then they may move en masse and that is when the large 
mortalities occur at main crossing points on roads. The Toad signs, on 
Plumpton Lane outside the Novington sandpit and on South Road near 
Melbourne Farm, were put up when we identified major mortalities here (125 
dead toads counted outside the sandpit one morning); we will open these 
signs soon.  Last spring a volunteer from FrogLife came out to help ferry the 
toads across the road outside the sandpit, although last year the movements 
were more spread out over many nights. At the time of writing I am not sure if 
she is planning to return this year, but it would be good if there were any 
volunteers from the village ready to help her and perhaps take over ‘our patch’ 
to free her up so that she can carry on at other sites. 

The toads gather at traditional breeding ponds and lakes. Their low croak are 
often audible for quite some distance. The spawn is laid in long strings below 
the water surface and wound around vegetation. It is hard to imagine how 
many toads arrive at, say, the sandpit, but many people have remarked on the 
incredible numbers of tadpoles they have seen there, almost blackening the 
shallow waters where the sun warms it. Later in the year, suddenly the ground 
seems to be moving as thousands of tiny toadlets emerge from the water and 
head off into the undergrowth; it will be a few years before they come back to 
spawn. We only know of a handful of places around here where toads breed in 
any numbers, indeed we even have yet to find the breeding ponds for some of 
the sites that have major road crossing points. Many people here will 
remember the huge operations that used to be enacted to help the toads cross 
the Offham road to get to the ditches by the Ouse, but that population seems 
to have largely disappeared. 

Frogs usually collect in smaller ponds in smaller numbers and their large 
masses of spawn are much more visible at the water surface. Although we find 
a few frogs in our garden every year, I have no idea where they breed – 
certainly not in our pond or any of our neighbours that I am aware of. Very 



often they don’t really help themselves and breed in temporary waters (such 
as puddles and water-filled ruts) that will dry out before the tadpoles have fully 
developed. Frogs also seem much on the decline. 

Our other local amphibians are the newts and we get all three of our native 
species in the village. One or two great crested and some smooth (or common) 
newts are already active in my pond and eventually we shall see all three 
species there. The males arrive first and develop the crests along their back 
and then the females start arriving and courting begins. They may spend much 
of the year away from the ponds and great crested newts may disperse as far 
as 500m to their wintering sites. The great crested newt is the most highly 
protected of our local reptiles and amphibians; even though it is perhaps quite 
widespread in this area, we have a special duty of care because the UK has a 
very high proportion of the world’s population of this species. It is by far the 
largest of our newt species, and distinctive with its dark warty back and a 
bright yellow belly speckled with dark and with a pale flash along the middle of 
the tail. The smooth newt is much smaller, but it can be difficult to separate 
this from the generally much scarcer palmate newt, which is slightly smaller 
still and a good male will show big black-webbed hind feet and the tail 
appearing to be rather abruptly ended but with the end actually being a little 
filament extending from the end of the main tail membrane. 

We would be very happy to receive any records of any of these species and 
happy to pop out to confirm the identifications if you are in any doubt. Indeed, 
look out for notice that we will be hosting a look at the newts on one or two 
evenings in March when they can be seen quite easily with the differences 
explained. 


